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The classical understanding of threat, security, and stability have transformed over the recent 
years. This essay analyzes Turkey’s readiness and priorities in this new security environment. 
Demir stresses that Turkey’s goal should be to create a peace and security zone around itself 
and observes that Turkey’s future membership to the EU would strengthen EU’s political 
power and would greatly contribute to the formulation of EU’s regional policies. Demir 
concludes by offering his expectations from the upcoming NATO Summit pointing out that 
NATO is still the most effective among security institutions due to the fact that it has managed 
to adapt to new security challenges brought about with time. 
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he collapse of the bipolar world order with the end of the Cold War and the expansion 
of globalism has necessitated a complete revamping of international security systems 
and policies. The critical turning point in this process was the September 11 attacks on 

the US. 
 

T 
Although weapons of mass destruction (WMD) were not used in the attacks on New York and 
Washington, the shocking speed with which they were executed and the enormous damage 
they caused did in fact have effects similar to that of a small-scale weapon of mass 
destruction.  
 
A terrorist attack involving the use WMDs was prevented at the last moment in Jordan in 
April 2004. Officials estimate that it would have caused the death of 80,000 people if it had 
not been prevented. The casualties resulting from such an attack could have been even higher 
if it occurred in a more populated area. It is impossible to prevent such terrorist attacks by 
taking only military precautions and in the event that serious and thorough preventive 
measures are not taken, such attacks will most certainly continue.  
 
The new security environment has re-energized some already existing threats and also caused 
new ones to emerge. The threats of the new era can be listed as follows: 
 

• Terrorism 
• Micro-nationalism 
• The uncontrolled proliferation of WMDs 
• Environmental problems 
• Fundamentalism 
• Organized crime 
• Illegal migration etc. 

 
These are versatile, multi-dimensional and diverse challenges to the security of the world 
order.1 The threats posed by the Cold War had achieved an almost classical status, which has 
been completely overturned and replaced with an intimidating list of versatile risks and 
threats. In this new era the answers to security problems are no longer valid because the 
questions have changed. 
 
Before discussing what kind of a national security policy Turkey should adopt in this new 
threat and risk environment, I will briefly outline some basic but nevertheless essential points. 
 
The Indispensable Elements of National Security Strategy 
 
The indispensable elements of national security that must be taken into consideration in the 
process of determining Turkey’s security needs and policies are as follows: 
 
Turkey’s Geographic Location: Turkey has a unique location, in that it provides a strategic 
bridge and formidable boundary between the Balkans, the Middle East, Caucasus, and the 
Central Asian Turkic Republics, all of which play a vital role and present unique challenges in 
the politics of the regions’ security. Eurasia is, as emphasized in Brezinski’s book The Grand 
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Chessboard, the most important region in the 21st century and Turkey is located at the 
“center” of this Eurasian chess board. 
 
The Fundamental Elements of the Republic of Turkey: The Republic of Turkey is a 
democratic, secular and social State governed by the rule of law; one that emphasizes the 
concepts of public order, national solidarity and justice, respects human rights and is loyal to 
the nationalism of Atatürk. This constitutional provision lays out more clearly the basis of the 
national security policy. 
 
Turkey’s Historical and Cultural Heritage: Turkey has historical, social and cultural relations 
with the states of the Balkans, Caucasus, Central Asia and Middle East. Most of these states 
either emerged after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire or were forcefully created. 
Consequently, in some regions there is still a deep sense of mistrust that cannot be resolved or 
healed in a short time. Having said that, the latest developments in the region are promising 
and close relations are being built up with neighboring countries. Turkey’s future objective in 
terms of relations with neighboring countries is ensuring that no conflict of any kind be 
allowed to arise.2

 
The Socio Political Characteristics of the Region and the Effect of Their Underground 
Resources to the World Economy: Turkey lies at the middle of what is arguably the world’s 
most prosperous and troubled regions. The region is home to 75% of the world’s population 
and possesses 60% of the known energy resources.  With such a concentration of diverse 
people and economic interests related to something as essential as energy, it is no wonder that 
it holds such potential for problems.  
 
Turkey’s Role in Maintaining Stability and Security in Europe 
 
In the present environment it almost goes without saying that the EU will, in the very near 
future, pay closer attention to the Caucasus, Central Asia and the Middle East as key supplies 
of the world’s energy resources, and to the Black Sea and East Mediterranean for the crucial 
role they play in transportation. 
 
The European Security Strategy, which has been introduced by European Union High 
Representative Javier Solana, also reveals the EU’s eagerness to play a role in a region 
outside Europe including the Middle East.3 Besides, since its establishment, some circles in 
the EU have attempted to formulate a European security and defense policy independent of 
NATO. To date, their efforts at making use of NATO’s infrastructure and forces but only 
allowing EU member states into the decision making process has been ineffective. However, 
the realization of this is difficult, both financially and practically. Furthermore, NATO also 
does not look favorably on a separate security system in the region.  
 
In the environment described above, Turkey-EU relations and the membership process take 
on great significance and in this context Turkey would like to be known as a security 
exporting state rather than a security importing one.4 This is believed to be the real mentality 
underlying the cancellation of the most recent defense bids. The most ideal way to move 
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forward would be to begin the negotiations regarding Turkey’s full EU membership. This 
would enable Turkey to contribute significantly to the EU’s security and defense policy. If 
Turkey fails to receive full-membership it is evident that it will look for and take part in a 
different security system. 
 
Turkey’s future membership in the EU would strengthen the EU’s political power in the 
region and would greatly contribute to the formulation of the EU’s regional policies with its 
army and population. If Turkey fails to become a member of the European Union then it may 
have to focus on its relations with the US, which may at times lead to frustration of regional 
EU policies conflicting with US’s interests.  
 
When the issue is looked at from a European Union security point of view, it is clear that the 
entity looking for a solution is not Turkey but the EU. The EU needs Turkey to maintain 
security and stability in Europe and in the region and Turkey is ready to provide such support. 
If this opportunity is not capitalized on in December 2004, then it will create a security 
weakness for EU, which cannot be easily compensated for. 
 
It is obvious that Turkey would contribute significantly to European interests regarding the 
region’s stability and security.  
 
NATO’s Enlargement, the Istanbul Summit and its Contributions to the Region 
 
At the NATO Summit which takes place at the end of June in Istanbul, Turkey will host 26 
member states. NATO’s regional role and its new strategy will be discussed.  The Partnership 
for Peace Program (PfP) will be one of the most important items on the Summit’s agenda.5 
With NATO’s enlargement, the PfP is gaining great importance in terms of global security 
and stability. The aim of this program is to improve cooperation between NATO and the 
countries surrounding NATO and to contribute to regional security and stability.  
 
The Partnership for Peace Program is somewhat limited in its effectiveness by the fact that 
some of the states within the project are not interested, at least in the short term, in becoming 
a full member to NATO. One of the objectives of the Summit is to formulate ways to increase 
cooperation and encourage the development of rapprochements for regional security and 
stability with the countries of the Balkans, the Enlarged Black Sea Region and Central Asia.  
 
Joint efforts against what is currently the most prominent threat, terrorism, is the most 
significant area of cooperation for the Partnership for Peace Program. The parties should have 
increasing capacities to fight against terrorism and other transnational threats.  
 
These new programs should aim to increase the effectiveness of security forces and border 
control. There is also a need for sincere cooperation in the transfer of intelligence regarding 
the international transfer of monies and persons. The success of the programs are closely 
linked to long-term cooperation in economic, social, cultural and psychological programs in 
addition to military precautions.  
 
Turkey’s National Security Policy 
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• The safeguarding of the independence and territorial integrity of the Republic of 
Turkey 

• The preserving and defending of Turkey’s national interests against new threats and 
risks. 

• Contributing to regional peace and stability. 
 
The basic tenet that Turkish National Security Policy is built upon is Atatürk’s principle of 
“Peace at Home, Peace in the World.” 
 
The Fundamental Elements of Turkey’s National Security Policy 
 

• The reduction of all kinds of international tension. Making every effort to achieve a 
just and sustainable peace. 

• Taking all relevant measures for the prevention of crisis/conflicts and the reduction of 
tension. 

• Playing a part in the European security structure and contributing to the security and 
stability in Europe. 

• Being actively involved in the collective defense systems and fulfilling responsibilities 
assumed. 

 
Turkey’s National Military Strategy 
 
It is crucial to develop Turkey’s national military strategy in such a way as to reach the 
objectives of the national security policy. 
 
Principles that should be kept in mind while formulating Turkey’s national military strategy: 
 

• Deterrence 
Turkey’s national military strategy should provide deterrence as a regional power in an 
environment of new threats and risks. It should always have a military presence that serves as 
a deterrent, thus forcing other regional countries to take it into account issues concerning the 
region.  
 
Deterrence is crucial for a state’s security. Turkey’s threat towards Syria in 1998 stating that 
the state’s future cooperation with PKK would be taken as casus belli, yielded immediate 
positive results. Following this incident, Turkish-Syrian relations have improved and mutual 
projects are being formulated in a number of different areas.  
 

• Creation of a ‘Peace and Security Zone’ around Turkey 
Turkey should shape its security environment and should create a ‘Peace and Security Zone’ 
around itself. Turkey’s security is closely linked to regional and global security.  In other 
words, the best way of providing security for the country is through securing global and 
regional security and stability. In this context, it should focus on developing peace-building 
programs that identify areas of conflict with neighboring and regional countries and work 
towards resolution, establishing military cooperation, playing an active role in international 



institutions such as NATO and the EU and actively participating in military formulations 
around Turkey (like Black Sea For)6. 
 
The Turkish Armed Forces have troops in different Peace Forces around the world. The Peace 
Force Command in Afghanistan was the responsibility of Turkey in 2003. Turkey’s return to 
command in Afghanistan and the reinforcement of the current forces will be discussed in the 
Istanbul, NATO Summit in June 2004.  
 

• Non-War Operations 
Non-War Operations consist of activities like peace-keeping operations, natural disaster 
assistance and combating terrorism. 

 Crisis Management 
 Limited Use of Force 
 Conventional War with Definite Results 

 
Turkey should be prepared to fulfill Peace Keeping operations, provide natural disaster 
assistance, combat sieges, embargoes and terrorism while getting ready for conventional 
conflicts in line with the requirements of the new security environment. 
 
Effectively performing these activities necessitated by the new security environment, contrary 
to the past, requires serious capabilities such as the flexible use of advanced information and 
technology units and mobility. 
 
The nature of the new threat has also abolished the high level dependence on certain weapons 
systems and equipments. An issue currently being debated is just how necessary it is for 
Turkey to possess heavy and large amounts of armored troops in the uni-polar world that 
emerged after the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact. The amount of armored troops used by the 
Coalition forces in Iraq, today, is apparent.  
 
Turkey should rapidly transform its system into a network-based war concept. This concept is 
basically a system where the troops are in constant communication and information 
technology and support operations are realized at the top and most effective level.  
 
The essence of the future wars will be to reach the target in the shortest time possible with the 
lowest number of casualties. High technology weapons systems, information and intelligence 
systems and qualified personnel capable of effective operation are needed. 
 
Capacities That Should Be Improved in Accordance With Turkey’s National Military 
Strategy 
 
The capacities listed below should be improved in order to contribute to the peace and 
stability in the new security environment in our region and to be able to defend the country 
against internal and external threats. 
 

• To sustain a deterrent military force 
• To establish multifunctional, flexible troops to perform various tasks  
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• To possess advanced technology weapons and systems instead of trying to maintain 
quantitative superiority 

• To obtain Control at Site, Correspondence, Computer, Intelligence, Observation and 
Exploration systems in order to increase the effectiveness of the above mentioned 
systems  

• To acquire Superior Mobility capacity and firepower 
• To acquire the capacity to perform action under any weather conditions both night and 

day 
• To establish missile defense systems against WMDs 
• To have strategy comprehension capacity 
• To acquire the capacity to perform Mutual and Joint Operations 
• To have the ability to perform activities such as peace keeping operations, theoretical 

combat, Natural Disaster Assistance, Humanitarian Aid and prevention of illegal 
migration in addition to conventional war  

 
Conclusion 
 
The terrorist attacks on New York and Washington have altered the classical understanding of 
threat, security and stability. The new security environment has lead to the emergence of 
diverse and multi-dimensional threats while degrading the ones that are more apparent and 
massive, thus changing significantly both global security and its organizational structure. 
 
Although the United Nation’s main objective was to provide global security through the 
prevention of conflict, it has failed to fulfill its mission. Terror has replaced the power 
vacuum that emerged after the Cold War and similarly institutions like NATO, the Warsaw 
Pact and OSCE (Organization of Security and Cooperation in Europe) have filled in for the 
United Nations’ inability to provide security.  
 
NATO, which is still the most effective among these security institutions, has become a huge 
organization with 26 members. NATO has constantly renewed itself and has developed new 
strategic concepts in line with the new threats. The most significant one is the concept 
acknowledged in 1999 at the Washington Summit. With this concept ‘The prevention of the 
spread of regional conflicts, preservation of oil reserves and combat with terrorism’ have been 
included as part of NATO’s mission. In addition to this, the Partnership for Peace Program 
has contributed to the development of closer relations with NATO-surrounding countries thus 
establishing regional security and stability. 
 
The Turkish National Security Policy is based on the elimination of all kinds of conflicts with 
its neighbors and the establishment of friendly and cooperative relations. Turkey’s security is 
closely linked with global and regional security. In this respect Turkey’s goal is to create a 
peace and security zone around itself. In accordance with this goal, developing peace-building 
measures with neighboring countries, establishing military cooperation and taking an active 
role in international security organizations is the main objective.  
 
Turkey-EU relations possess great importance for the establishment of security and stability 
in both, the globe and region. Turkey should stop being a security consuming state and start 
becoming a security exporting state like the EU. Turkey’s future membership to the EU will 
empower EU’s political hand in the region and Turkey will greatly contribute to EU’s 
formulation of a regional policy with its young population and armed forces. Turkey is 



prepared for this. If this opportunity is missed in December 2004 it will constitute a grave 
security weakness for the EU. 
 
Elimination of the risks and threats of the new security environment is only possible through 
international cooperation. In this context it is essential to build closer relations with 
international institutions and continue supporting Peace Keeping Operations. 
 
The Turkish Armed Forces should establish a structure focused on quality instead of quantity, 
one equipped with Modern Arms systems, having force multiplication, and a structure that is 
able to perform joint and mutual operations under any weather conditions both night and day 
and a structure which is smaller in size but more efficient within the framework of Turkey’s 
National Military Strategy. 
 
Finally, as a result of the new security environment Turkey should be prepared to meet the 
new threats while being ready for a conventional war.  
 
 


